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Abstract 
Prolonged frustration leads to loss of confidence and eventual disinterest in the 
learning itself. The modelling of frustration in learning is thus important as it in-
forms on the appropriate time to intervene to sustain the interest and motivation of 
students. To automatically detect learner’s frustration in a naturalistic learning envi-
ronment, the novel use of keystrokes, mouse clicks and interaction patterns of stu-
dents captured within the context of a tutoring system was proposed. The modelling 
approach was described and a comparison was made between the proposed model 
using Bayesian Network and the baseline Naïve Bayes model. With the formulation 
of an overlapped sliding window mechanism, the granularity of detection was also 
investigated. The results confirm the hypothesis that a combination of keystrokes, 
mouse clicks and interaction logs can be used to accurately distinguish affective 
states of frustration and non-frustration amongst novice learners of computer pro-
gramming in a granular fashion. 
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1. Introduction 

Effective tutoring by an adept teacher is a guided and interactive process where 
learner’s engagement is constantly monitored to provide remedial feedback for sus-
tained learning engagement [1]. This has led to accelerating research on the role of af-
fect in the learning process. Pekrun et al. [2] examined academic emotions or emotions 
that occurred in academic context and concluded that students’ engagement and per-
formance correlated closely with academic emotions. Learning occurs when new in-
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formation or knowledge is assimilated into the student’s existing knowledge schema 
and this process of attending to and making sense of new knowledge is almost always 
associated with emotional experiences [3]. A few studies [4] [5] further reinforced that 
affect or emotions were infused into classroom life and played a critical role in social 
interaction (both peer to peer and student-teacher), cognitive processing and student 
engagement. 

In a classroom environment, frustration occurs when students are involved in a 
learning activity that is deemed important but yet the obstacles inherent in the activity 
cannot be successfully handled [6]. Left unattended, this prolonged frustration will lead 
to loss of confidence and eventual disinterest in the learning itself. In the study of 
computer science, attracting and retaining students is a recurring concern in most fac-
ulties globally. A common gripe among novice programmers is that programming, an 
essential component of the computer science syllabus is difficult to master as it involves 
abstract concepts and tedious debugging and can lead to frustration. The modelling of 
frustration is thus important as it informs on the appropriate time to intervene to sus-
tain the interest and motivation of students who may otherwise lose confidence and 
become disillusioned with the learning of the subject. 

2. Background 

A major challenge with the design of affect sensitive tutoring systems involves the de-
velopment of computational systems to reliably detect the learner’s emotions. Prior 
studies on the modelling of frustration and other affective states have focused on 
physical manifestations of the subject e.g. facial expressions [7] [8], eye gaze [9], pos-
ture [10] and physiological signals [11] [12]. Most of these sensors though yielding en-
couraging recognition results, suffer from various issues and constraints when adapted 
and deployed in a naturalistic learning environment. For example, eye gaze and facial 
cameras suffer from occlusion and lighting issues while physiological sensors may be 
overly obtrusive, cumbersome to setup and rarely available for most educational con-
texts.  

On the other hand, keystrokes and mouse clicks are ubiquitous in all classrooms and 
yet relatively un-explored as a possible sensor for affect recognition. Keystrokes analy-
ses are in fact well researched into as a form of biometrics for user authentication and 
identification [13] [14] but its potential in affect recognition and detection remains un-
tapped [15]. Some studies [16] [17] employ logs on students’ actions or interactions 
within the tutoring system to detect whether the students are off-task, disengaged or 
having difficulty with an on hand programming task. The results from these studies 
confirmed that interaction patterns can be used to detect affect but combining it with 
other sensors enhances the accuracy of detection [18].  

Automatic affect detection is inherently challenging as affect is fuzzy and it is 
unlikely that two individuals with different personalities or life experiences react uni-
formly (e.g. by displaying the same facial expression or exhibiting the same bio- 
physiological attributes) when presented with the same academic problem even though 
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both are equal in terms of their cognitive abilities. A number of studies seek to over-
come the fuzziness in the sensing of emotions by either using posed or induced emo-
tions [19]. This however compromises the accuracy of affect detection when deployed 
in a naturalistic environment e.g. a computer laboratory as the documented gains 
would likely not be realized. In this paper, I hypothesized that a combination of key-
strokes, mouse clicks and interaction logs can be used to accurately detect frustration of 
students who are learning computer programming in a naturalistic environment. 

Expert human tutors can achieve learning gains of 2 sigma as they are adept at rec-
ognizing the affective state of the student and then dynamically adapting their tutoring 
responses to sustain the student’s learning [20]. Thus, to enhance the learning of stu-
dents, it is vital to respond to the affect of students in a sufficiently timely fashion. Early 
detection of frustration of students would permit the tutoring systems sufficient time to 
enact corrective scaffolding actions. It would be futile to intervene if the student has 
passed the point of no return and has already given up working on the problem totally. 
On the other hand, it may be impossible to deduce whether a student is frustrated with 
just a few seconds of captured keystrokes and mouse clicks data. An appropriate level of 
granularity for affect recognition would have to be established for effective tutoring in-
tervention and this would be investigated in this paper as well.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the data set used in 
this work. Section III describes the modelling approach which utilizes the interaction, 
mouse and keystroke features that are logged during the student’s interaction within 
the tutoring system. Section IV discusses the results and the evaluation of the results 
and Section V concludes this work. 

3. Modelling 
3.1. Data 

Data from trials conducted in a tertiary institution within Singapore in the year 2014 
and 2015 were used in this work. The trials were conducted in computer labs where 
students were enrolled to work on programming exercises within a Java programming 
tutoring software. The Java tutoring software is web based and was developed by the 
author. For each exercise, the students were required to write Java codes and then com-
piling them online within the tutoring system. The generated output after program 
compilation would have to match the expected output before the exercise is deemed 
completed. There are a total of 12 exercises to be completed and the majority of the 24 
students who participated in the trials have undergone one term (60 hours) of founda-
tional Java programming course.  

To create models that predict students’ frustration in a timely and accurate manner, 
observations of students’ interaction with the tutoring system must first be collected. A 
video of each student’s tutoring session which was recorded with a web camera during 
the tutoring session was replayed by an observer to annotate instances where frustra-
tion was observed. Some examples of the frustration behaviours observed in the session 
include use of expletives, long sighing, excessive gesturing and roughly ruffling through 
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hair while visibly distressed. Throughout the tutoring session, students’ actions, mouse 
clicks and keystrokes within the tutoring system were continuously captured and writ-
ten into log files. The annotations by the observer were then temporally aligned with 
the captured logs. The data were then processed to extract the relevant features. Some 
of the features aggregated from the input logs include the mean and median key laten-
cies, number of keys, wait time (duration longer than 1 second with no key inputs), 
back space and delete key latency and frequencies and the frequencies of mouse clicks. 
The interaction features include the number of compilations, number of errors en-
countered, number of exercises completed and the duration of time spent working on 
the exercises. 

3.2. Bayesian Network 

A Bayesian Network is a directed acyclic graph in which nodes represent domain vari-
ables and arcs represent conditional dependencies. It enables an effective representation 
and computation of the joint probability distribution over a set of random variables 
[21]. A property of Bayesian Network – each variable is independent of its non-de- 
scendants given its parents, is often used to reduce the number of parameters to char-
acterize the joint probability distribution of the variables. This reduction provides for 
an efficient computation of the posterior probabilities given the evidence. The formula 
for a Bayesian Network consisting of n nodes with random variables ( 1 2, , , nx x x ) is 

( ) ( )1 2
1

, , ,
i

n

n i p
i

p x x x p x x
=

=∏                         (1) 

where ( )ii pp x x  is the local probability distribution associated with node i and ip  is 
the set of indices labelling the parents of node i [22]. 

Bayesian Network is used to model the occurrence of frustration in this paper as it 
allows one to see the effects and the degree that the cause (the existence of frustration) 
has on the effects (keystroke and mouse characteristics). The Bayes Net Toolbox by 
Kelvin Murphy [23] was used to develop and test the model in Matlab. 

3.3. Sliding Window and Different Time Resolution 

The features extracted from the students’ interaction, keystrokes and mouse logs are 
aggregated into sliding window sizes of 30 seconds, 60 seconds, 90 seconds, 120 sec-
onds, 150 seconds and 180 seconds with an overlap of 33.3% of the window size. If the 
time at which frustration is observed falls in the overlap area of 2 consecutive window 
slices, both window slices would be annotated as slices in which the student experiences 
frustration. Alternatively, if the time at which frustration is observed falls outside the 
overlap area, only the time window slice in which it occurs in will be annotated as the 
slice in which the student experienced frustration. This is illustrated in Figure 1 below.  

Establishing an optimal time window of affect detection is important as it informs on 
the affective state of students in a timely manner. A larger time window width would 
mean that students’ frustration was left unattended for a long period of time and that 
increases the risk of losing the students totally. On the other hand, a shorter time  
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Figure 1. Overlapping time window slices for an-
notation of frustration. 

 
window width would result in lower accuracy and performance as lesser data is accu-
mulated within the short time window for analysis. Thus, there is a need to evaluate the 
optimal time window size for the model which balances timely detection of students’ 
affective state with the accuracy of detection. 

In cases where keys are sparse for a period, a larger time window width would ensure 
that more keys are accumulated in a time window which would in turn lead to a more 
accurate detection of students’ affective state. The mean number of keys for each time 
window slice is shown is Table 1. The con of a larger time window width is that the 
model will need a longer period of time to establish students’ affective state.  

An observation noted during the trials is that when students are frustrated, the frus-
tration may be manifested in their actions leading up to the observation and that it also 
persists for a period of time after the observation. To cater for this, the time window 
slices are overlapped such that if frustration is observed in the overlapped period, both 
the keystrokes in the time window slice leading up to the observation and the key-
strokes in the time window slice after the observation will be included in the evaluation 
of the affective state (frustrated versus non-frustrated).  

3.4. Data Pre-Processing 

Innately, different students may type at different speeds even when they are in a neutral 
affective state. In order to mitigate the effect of the different typing speeds of students, 
we will have to equalize the keystroke latencies across students. To achieve this, the 
keystroke latencies for individual students are divided by their individual baseline la-
tency. The baseline latency for each student is derived from the average of the latencies 
over a sliding window width of 10 keystrokes (after elimination of latencies more than 1 
second). 

All instances with no keystrokes recorded were eliminated from the data set. By 
eliminating the instances with no keystrokes, an enhanced classification performance is  

 

frustration observed 

frustration observed 

frustration observed 

Time window slice 1 Time window slice 2 

The shaded time window slice will be annotated as the 
slice in which student experienced frustration. 
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Table 1. Mean number of keystrokes by time window sizes. 

Time Window (in seconds) Mean Number of Keystrokes 

30 20.74 

60 30.87 

90 40.79 

120 50.88 

150 58.16 

180 66.84 

 
achieved as compared to the use of the entire data set. To illustrate, for the time win-
dow width of 120 seconds, the AUC figure obtained with the exclusion of instances 
with no keystrokes is 0.81 as compared to 0.54 when all data instances are included. As 
such, the model can only detect incidences of frustration at an acceptable level of accu-
racy when there are keystroke activities within the designated time window. To detect 
incidences of frustration during the period when the students are not typing, it may be 
necessary to complement the detection with other sensing modes e.g. facial expressions. 

3.5. Discretization of Features 

The extracted features were discretized using an unsupervised discretization technique 
—equal frequency binning. Discretization is the conversion of continuous random 
variables into discrete nominal variables and is a pre-processing step that is commonly 
utilized in modelling BNs when the continuous random variables do not fit into a 
Gaussian distribution [24] [25]. The supervised discretization technique—Class Attrib-
ute Interdependence Maximization [26] was applied but the results were less satisfac-
tory as compared to that obtained using the Equal Frequency Binning technique. The 
Equal Frequency Binning discretization technique divides the data into m groups such 
that each group has the same number of values. The value m = 5 is used in this study. 

4. Results 

The model was tested using k-fold cross validation methodology with k = 5 folds (in 
each fold, 4 segments were used for training and 1 segment for testing). K-fold cross 
validation was employed to minimize over-fitting - the issue of the model having an 
excellent fit to the training data but yet not fitting well to future unseen data.  

To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, it is compared against a baseline 
(Naïve Bayes) model. The Naïve Bayes model consists of only the class attribute (exis-
tence of frustration) as the parent node and assumes that all the other feature variables 
are conditionally independent given the class attribute. Table 2 compares the per-
formance of Bayesian Networks against Naïve Bayes models for a 120 seconds time 
window width. The results show that Bayesian Networks can better discriminate the 
existence of frustration as compared to Naïve Bayes as both AUC and accuracy of 
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Bayesian Networks are higher than that of Naïve Bayes by 32.79% and 32.73% respec-
tively. This can be attributed to the fact that the constructed Bayesian Networks struc-
ture models the dependencies among the feature variables well. 

The classification performance results for the various time window sizes are summa-
rized in Table 3 and the Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) curves for the vari-
ous time window sizes are listed in Figure 2. The ROC graph is a 2 dimensional graph 
in which sensitivity is plotted against (1-specificity) and it depicts relative trade-offs 
between benefits (true positive) and cost (false positives) [27]. From Table 3, the Area  
 
Table 2. Performance measures of Naïve Bayes and Bayesian Network models. 

Performance Measures 
Models 

Naive Bayes Bayesian Network 

AUC 0.61 0.81 (+32.79%) 

Accuracy 0.55 0.73 (+32.73%) 

Sensitivity 0.79 0.81 (+2.53%) 

 
Table 3. Performance measures for the various time window sizes. 

Performance  
Measures 

Time Window (in seconds) 

30 60 90 120 150 180 

AUC 0.70 0.74 0.77 0.81 0.80 0.81 

Accuracy 0.79 0.82 0.75 0.73 0.73 0.72 

Sensitivity 0.32 0.40 0.65 0.81 0.76 0.76 

Specificity 0.83 0.90 0.78 0.68 0.71 0.70 

 

 
Figure 2. ROC curves for the various time window sizes. 
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Under the Curve (AUC) and accuracy figures do not differ much across the different 
time window sizes. The accuracy is defined as the number of correctly identified in-
stances divided by the total number of instances. In situations where the class distribu-
tions are highly skewed as they are in our case, accuracy is not a good performance 
metric for classification. AUC and sensitivity would be more adequate as the perform-
ance metric for model evaluation instead. For our model, the best AUC figure is in the 
120 seconds time window and accuracy peaks in the 60 seconds time window. For sen-
sitivity, the 120 seconds time window offers the best performance. Sensitivity measures 
the true positive rate or the proportion of positives that are correctly identified as such 
while specificity measures the proportion of negatives that are correctly identified as 
such. A high sensitivity would mean that most of the instances when students are frus-
trated are detected by the model. A lower specificity is of a lesser concern as for our fail 
soft scenario of identifying students who are frustrated and responding with strategies 
to sustain and motivate them in their learning, the repercussions of wrongly labelling 
students as frustrated when they are not are negligible.  

For the time window of 30 seconds, both the AUC of 0.70 and the ROC characteris-
tics depict reasonable performance for frustration detection. By changing the classifier’s 
threshold, we can move to another point on the ROC with a higher sensitivity at the 
cost of a lower specificity. The concern however is that with the shortened time win-
dow, there will be more “holes” – periods with no keystrokes which are eliminated from 
the data set. It may thus be necessary to make up for these periods of non-detection 
with other sensing modes.  

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, I propose the novel use of keystrokes and mouse clicks as sensors and 
Bayesian Network as the model for naturalistic affect detection in the context of a Java 
tutoring system. The results showed that keystrokes and mouse clicks characteristics 
together with the interaction patterns of students can be used in a Bayesian Network 
model to distinguish between instances of frustration and non-frustration with a high 
AUC (0.81) and sensitivity (0.81) measure. Comparing the proposed Bayesian Network 
model to the baseline model using Naïve Bayes, the Bayesian Network model achieved a 
differential of 32.8% over Naïve Bayes. This confirms the classification performance of 
the proposed model as compared to baseline. In addition, the risk of overfitting to the 
data is mitigated with the use of cross validation.  

Establishing the appropriate granularity of affect detection is critical as it informs on 
the affective state of students on a timely fashion so that appropriate remedial actions 
can be initiated by the tutoring system when students are frustrated with a learning 
task. In this paper, various detection time window widths are investigated with the 
formulation of an overlapped sliding window mechanism. 

6. Future Extensions to Study 

The elimination of time window with no keystrokes constrains the detection of frustra-
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tion to only periods where keys are depressed. A possible extension to this study would 
be to investigate the use of other sensing modes such as facial expressions and eye gaze 
during the period of time when students are thinking but are not yet ready to attempt 
the exercises. With the incorporation of other sensing modes, it may also be possible to 
further reduce the detection time window width for optimal detection accuracy. A re-
duced time window of detection would allow for the initiation of more timely remedial 
actions to tackle students’ frustration. 
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